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We have something to show you! Our latest showhome is open for business, and you aren’t
going to want to miss it. We have filled up with beautiful features, cool ideas, and amazing
designs you are definitely going to want in your own home. Plus, this home is for sale! If you fall
in love with it when you visit, it could be yours!
It is a great house in Douglasdale, backing onto the golf course. This bungalow is 1606 square
feet, with 1330 square feet in the walk-out basement and an additional 490 square feet on the
outdoor living space. The entire exterior has been updated, including raising the roof of the
garage to make it more spacious.
Inside, walls have been removed to give it an open concept on the main level. Walnut cabinetry
is featured throughout the home, balanced with grey and blue hues to make the whole place
feel warm and cozy. Visitors have been loving the unique touches, like the intricate tiles around
the fireplace, the square pot lights, the glass front cupboards facing the dining room, and the
breakfast nook attached to the island.
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The common favourite feature though, is the barrel-roof ceiling. The additional height makes the
living room look much larger, and the curve is very appealing to the eye. We finished it with
luxury vinyl plank (a material so versatile we found ways to use it on the floor, ceiling, and walls)
to complete the natural wood look of the house.
Visitors have also been very drawn to the outdoor living space. We made it as big and
comfortable as possible. The stone work is lovely, the TV is in a great place, and between the
fireplace, heaters, and roof extension, you’ll never want to go inside.

In the basement, you’ll find a beautiful wet bar with a tall, glass wine cupboard. Walnut wood
and the same blue and greys from upstairs continue into the basement, but the flooring changes
to a warmer tone. Hidden storage surrounds the TV, and you’ll love the tile around the fireplace
and bar.
You’ll also appreciate the level of thought that went into the entire layout. The mudroom is right
next to the front door, so it is easy to access for both guests and the family coming in from the
attached garage. The mudroom is dual purpose too, and doubles as the laundry room. From the
laundry room you can go straight into the walk-in closet that is attached to the ensuite and
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master bedroom. If you keep walking through, you go all the way around, back to the great
room. On both levels, there is a full bathroom for the family, and a powder room for guests. And
the entire house was drawn with efficiency in mind. The kitchen alone has so many gadgets in it
that are meant to make your life easier, you’ll wonder how you’ve gone this far without them.
To see even more pictures, check out the listing link here. But you really need to see this house
in person to really see how amazing it is. We would love to have you come take a look at our
newest showhome, whether you are thinking about renovations, looking for a new house, or just
want some home inspiration!
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday: 12:00-7:00
Friday, Saturday, Sunday: 9:00-4:00
Holidays: 12:00-4:00
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Visit our Ultimate Showhome
108 Douglas Woods Grove SE
Thursday 12pm-7pm
Friday-Sunday 9am-4pm

Did you know that if you are a current (or
former) customer of Ultimate Homes and
Renovations, you automatically qualify for our
referral program? Call us for information.
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